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By Patricia Nicholson

Dessert can be the most indulgent, the most
flavourful, the most decadent, the most whimsical 

or the most sophisticated part of a meal. Customers
love to treat themselves to something sweet, so be 

sure to draw their attention to your dessert list.

In terms of dessert sales, the baby boomers are an important
demographic. Members of this large population segment have more
disposable income, tend to eat out a lot, and are more likely to 
order dessert.  
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Despite trends toward more health-conscious diets,
customers still want to indulge themselves. However,
the general trend toward smaller portions is
influencing desserts, according to industry
research firm Technomic. Customers may be
looking for a taste of something decadent,
rather than a hearty dessert. Current 
trends include smaller portions of richer
desserts, such as individual portions 
with intense flavours.

Since everyone loves dessert, your dessert
menu should have something for everyone,
so diversity is key to a great list.

According to StarChefs.com’s survey of 350
pastry chefs, chocolate is the perennial favourite
flavour. Make sure it makes an appearance on your
dessert menu, but include other flavours as well.
Gourmet chocolate and very dark chocolate have been
popular recently, according to market research firm
Packaged Facts. This trend may be related to the health
benefits of dark chocolate discovered in recent years.

Many diners like to see a fruit dessert on the list,
because some people like to think of fruit desserts as
lighter or healthier than other options. Apple is one of 
the most popular dessert fruits, particularly in the fall.
However, fruits such as strawberries, blueberries or
peaches are always popular when they are in season.

Caramel – often in combination with chocolate 
or other flavours – and vanilla are also popular

now, along with tropical influences such as
mango, banana and key lime.

Exotic flavours such as green tea or lychee 
are appearing on more dessert menus,
and the trend toward balancing desserts 
with savoury notes remains strong. At 

the opposite end of the spectrum,
old-fashioned choices such as apple 

cobbler have comfort-food appeal.

Selling more desserts means making sure your
customers know what’s on offer, and making it look
and sound tempting. One of the keys to selling desserts
is to display them to their best advantage. While a
pastry cart is not always possible, servers can play a 
role in bringing special desserts to customers’ attention. 

One option is a temptingly arranged sampler tray
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Dessert bars, such as carrot cake or brownies, need
not be cut into squares. Triangles or diamond shapes
can be more eye-catching, especially if drizzled and
garnished.

Similarly, traditional cake slices can be stood on their
ends, pointing up, for a more distinctive presentation.

Dessert bars can also star in tempting new
concoctions. Try placing a brownie in a martini glass
with some ice cream, and garnish with fruit, a
chocolate pencil or a cookie, and a drizzle of dessert
sauce.

A bit of ingenuity, and a creative eye, can help make
desserts a memorable part of any meal.

With contributions from
Gourmet Baker

that servers can show to guests. Servers can also
describe popular desserts to guests at the start of their
meal, perhaps mentioning them along with the daily
specials, when customers are still making decisions
about appetizers and entrees, so that dessert may be on
their minds from the get-go.

Innovative serving strategies may make desserts more
appealing to a broader audience. Smaller serving sizes –
even as small as petit-fours – can be appealing. Sampler
platters of four or five different desserts may encourage

a table to explore sweet sensations.

One recent development that
has affected some dessert

sales is the trend toward
snacking that has
accompanied the rise in
popularity of premium
coffee bars. These outlets
have expanded the role 

of desserts from the end 
of a meal, to an afternoon

nibble. The items most
affected by this trend are likely

to be grab-and-go, hand-held items
such as date squares or brownies, that

customers can take with them and eat in the car or
back at the office.

Desserts are one part of a meal for which
interesting presentations can draw a lot 
of interest. Having a pastry chef on staff 
to make unique desserts from scratch is
wonderful, but family and casual dining
operations that don’t have such
resources can still serve signature
desserts by creating innovative 
presentations. 

Pre-made desserts can become house
specialties with creative plating using
dessert sauces, fruit, whipped cream 
and nuts. 
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Dolce de Leche Caramel Tiramisu Strawberry Kiwi

Chocolate Turtle Mango

A Classic Selection...A Classic Selection...

SYSCO Classic Buffet Cakes 
provide the perfect solution to your
buffet and catering dessert needs.

A more attractive alternative to
sheetcakes, they offer superb quality, 

portion control and flexibility.  

Select from a variety of six delicious
cakes - two flavours in each case

- For a Sweeter Bottom Line -

Chocolate Raspberry
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Sparkling 
wines and
liqueursin 
theholiday

season

By Mary Gordon

The holiday season, with its parties and celebrations, is 
a peak time for champagne, sparkling wines and liqueurs,

as people mark these special occasions in style. 
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their 100th anniversary product, and another made with 
150-year-old cognac. 

The general trend toward exotic flavours is reflected in
liqueurs as well. Appletinis are trendy, and melon and lychee
liqueurs are widely available, as well as tropical flavours such
as mango and banana. One of Grand Marnier’s most recent
offerings follows the exotic trend: a cognac called Navan,
infused with Madagascar vanilla.

Another excellent way to end a meal is with a hot, spirited
drink, especially in winter. These coffee and teas are welcome
warmers in cold weather. Some are even flamed, which
makes a nice show at the bar and adds some flair to the
mixing, Fagan says.

Spanish or Irish coffees are the classics of the genre,
blending spirits, coffee and whipped cream. However,
the availability of such a wide range of liqueurs makes 
experimentation almost irresistible.

“The base ingredients or the base philosophies for the
coffees are the same,” Fagan says. “Many restaurants and
licensees are creating their own specialty coffees and being
quite creative with the range of liqueurs that are available.
They’re almost using these liqueurs as you would use spices
in the kitchen, to create exotic coffees.”

Tea drinkers need not be left out, either. One traditional
tea and liqueur combination is known as blueberry tea: hot
tea with a splash of Amaretto and a splash of Grand Marnier. 

It’s at this time of year that North Americans are more
likely to think of champagne as a beverage option, says
Michael Fagan, manager of the LCBO’s knowledge resources
group. He adds that on this side of the ocean, many people
still view champagne as a drink reserved for special
celebrations. “Which is a real shame because it’s a wonderful
product on its own and can find its way as a suitable pairing
to many occasions -- even just dinner,” he says.

However, sparkling wines are increasing in popularity.
While champagne remains the tipple of choice for celebratory
occasions, people are also discovering less expensive sparkling
wines from around the world, and enjoying them in cocktails
such as kir royale, or the traditional champagne cocktail
made with a sugar cube soaked in bitters, a dash of brandy,
and sparkling wine. Greeting arriving guests with a
champagne cocktail can certainly set the mood for a
celebration.

The market for liqueurs also continues to grow, Fagan 
says, and is driven by flavours. In addition to their traditional
role at the end of a meal, liqueurs are being used as base
ingredients for fancy cocktails and in some of the martinis
that remain a popular trend. Replacing the vermouth in a
traditional martini with a dash of liqueur offers a wealth of
new flavour possibilities.

Herbaceous liqueurs such as Drambuie are popular as
mixers and over ice all on their own. Grand Marnier remains
a grand dame of the liqueur category, with a range of 
products based on different ages of brandies, including 
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Elegant and
Tasteful Tipples

Guests need not be left out of 
a toast because they don’t drink alcohol.

Festive alternatives make everyone 
feel included in the celebration.

De-alcoholized wines: genuine wines with the alcohol
removed are becoming popular. Product lines include
merlot, riesling and sparkling white that make a great
champagne alternative. You can also offer your customers
zero-alcohol beers.

Other appealing toasts include high-end juices, such as
pomegranate or pear, mixed with soda water. Hot mulled
cider offers some of the warmth and spice of mulled wine. 

When serving Irish coffee, one way to include non-drinkers 
is to offer them the very best: estate teas from small
producers, distinctive coffees from specific regions. 

You can also offer hot drinks that echo those made 
with liqueurs. A sprinkling of vanilla sugar, a few drops of
almond or peppermint extract, a grating of nutmeg or a
cinnamon stick can bring some of the flavours offered 
by liqueurs to a cup of coffee, without the alcohol. 

It’s important to offer alternatives to customers 
who won’t be drinking when dining out.

During the holidays consult your SYSCO M.A. 
for other beverage options for your festive menu.

IMAGES COURTESY OF THE L.C.B.O.
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SYSCO Premium Chicken Products

SYSCO Product Pack
Code Description Size

0134437 Country Style Fillets 2 x 2kg

0134296 Southern Style Fillets 2 x 2kg

0134452 TLC Fillets 2 x 2kg

6434617 Crispy Style Fillets 2 x 2kg

6434039 Breaded Buffalo Bites 2 x 2kg

6436562 Breaded Breast  5 oz. 2 x 2kg

0134239 Breaded Breast  3.5 oz. 2 x 2kg

SYSCO Product Pack
Code Description Size

0134775 All White Crispy Nuggets 2 x 2kg

6437784 All White Burgers 1 x 3.6kg

6439038 All White Breast Strips 2 x 2kg

6439061 All White Dino Nuggets 2 x 2kg

6438220 Pub Style Fillets 2 x 2kg

SYSCO Product Pack
Code Description Size

0134171 Honey Garlic Wings 1 x 5kg

0134262 BBQ Wings 1 x 5kg

0134270 Buffalo Wings 1 x 5kg

8806184 Salt & Pepper Wings 1 x 5kg

6434955 Oven Roasted Breast Strips 1 x 5kg

SYSCO Premium Chicken Products
Exceptional quality, easy to prepare and visually appealing,

SYSCO offers a wide variety of tasty chicken products created specifically 
to meet today’s diverse menu needs!

From SYSCO Classic Fully Cooked Chicken Wings, Oven Roasted 
Breast Strips, Fillets, Chicken Breasts & Buffalo Bites to 

SYSCO Reliance Crispy Breaded Formed Chicken Nuggets,
Strips & Burgers, SYSCO’s Poultry products are sure to please!

But Fagan says tea with liqueurs – either side by side, or
combined – may be a growing trend. For tea drinkers, he
recommends Glayva, a scotch whisky-liqueur, with black tea.

But the vast variety of flavourful, visually attractive 
liqueurs makes them a great source for inspiration, beyond
serving them as shooters or over ice. Experiment and find
combinations that suit your clientele and your menu. Fagan
offers the following suggestions to get you started:

• Try a sophisticated pairing of sparkling wine and liqueur,
beyond the familiar kir royale: Navan and sparkling wine
is an excellent choice. About half a teaspoon of the

vanilla cognac to a four-ounce glass of wine is about
right, Fagan says.

• Festive colours can also add a special note to holiday
celebrations. Fagan suggests trying a dry rose champagne,
or a sparkling wine cocktail made with Chambord, a 
wild raspberry liqueur. Adding a tablespoon or two of
Chambord to a glass of sparkling wine makes a perfect
accompaniment for anything chocolate.

• Chambord can also brighten a brunch table. Fagan
recommends pouring a tablespoon of the liqueur over
half a pink grapefruit, sprinkling with brown sugar and
broiling until the sugar starts to caramelize.
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Wes Strickland, Owner and Franchise Manager
Delicado’s

Nanaimo, BC
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“ ...I have to 
keep it fresh 

or I get bored!”

Wes Strickland,
Owner and Franchise Manager

Delicado’s

By Sarah Phillips

As soon as you walk through the doors at Delicado’s you are overcome with
a feeling of indulgence and your day is immediately sensually enhanced due to
the aroma of fresh tasty food, the sound of good music, and the visual pleasure
of the casual, colourful atmosphere – not to mention the gratifying healthy
meal that won’t break the bank. Life is good…even after waiting in the line 
up to get in!

Delicado’s is a very popular southwestern style deli restaurant that Nanaimo
locals have kept as a well guarded treasure since 1992 and now the word is
getting out. There are seven franchise locations so far and 3 or 4 are planned 
to open in 2007. It’s a casual eat-in or take out café and all the food is served
fresh and healthy. Deli cases inside show off beautifully colourful salads that
are available for order. Each one is visually enticing and has at least 5 colours
in it, not to mention the array of flavours! The blackboard lists all the delicious
roll ups, salads, smoothies and desserts making it hard to choose just one and
most customers end up grabbing a sandwich for lunch and picking up some
salad for dinner later as well. It is truly a sensory experience. 

The Wesley Street location was the first Delicado’s to open and it is also the
location of the research, development and training for all new owners and
other franchises. The staff are well experienced and are expected to match the
food in quality, as well as maintain the friendly family atmosphere. Wes and
his wife both work in the epicenter of the franchise to maintain this: “We have
two managers, my wife works here.” They employ nine staff members in total,
but only four are on shift at any given time – which is surprising considering
the volume they cater to: the restaurant and patio seat approx. 60 and every
lunch and dinner, every day of the week, there is a line up out the door. They
get a few tourists in the summer but the vast majority of their business is
locals. The doors open at 10am everyday to serve hungry Nanaimo folk 
hooked on their delicious salads and wraps. 

Their motto is “good, clean, food”. Southwestern Wild Rice Salad dotted
with black beans and spiked with a chipotle pepper dressing, Baja mixed
vegetable salad, and Garden pea and feta salad are some of the favourites on
display. Each one is fresh, cut that morning and tossed with homemade salad
dressing that highlights the flavours without overpowering the natural allure of
the fresh vegetables themselves. Considering their commitment to freshness, it
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From left to right, Barry Roscoe, North Douglas SYSCO Marketing Associate; Wes
Strickland, Owner of Delicado’s; Uby Lozupone, President of North Douglas SYSCO;
Barbara Bell, DSM; Brian Ashley, Driver; Doug Newbury, Transportation Manager.
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is no wonder they are extremely picky about the goods they bring in, and
look to SYSCO products to maintain their high standards and the quality
regulars have come to expect. Wes has been doing business with SYSCO
for thirteen years and has been very happy with the service. Knowing our
former SYSCO MA, now DSM Barbara Bell the whole time helped them
get Delicado’s going.

Delicado’s boasts some long term employees. Chrissy Forsythe, who
now manages much of the training for new employees and franchise
owners, started there when she was 14 and never left. Her two sisters also
work there. Staff members get a percentage of growth which creates a
personal tie and dedication to the continued success of the franchise.
Delicado’s has experienced 15 to 20 % growth every year and even having
started in the low economic era of the early nineties, Delicado’s has hit
and exceeded their mark serving salads and roll ups for a fair price.

The southwestern vibe of Delicado’s is fun and inviting. It is a full on
sensory experience with great fresh smells, fun music, bright environment.
Wes has carefully planned his interior spaces to be colourful and warm
and appeal to a broad range of customers. For example, they choose
music that crosses over and will have “a kid tapping his toe to or a
doctor.” The point is to not alienate any customer but instead appeal to
all. Every detail has been thought out from the colours on the wall to the
staff he hires. He has created a relaxed and casual atmosphere.

“Our staff sets the mood and their friendliness sets us apart from other
restaurants markets or delis,” says Wes Strickland, the owner and franchise
manager. “At the till, staff do not take numbers, they take names. They
know our customers by name. Our goal is to make sure clients leave
happier than when they came in”. So if a customer seems to be having a
rotten day, a staff member might offer him a free cookie. It’s all in the
details”. That’s what keeps their long term customers coming back and
what has made them so successful.

Do they ever come back! The average customer eats at Delicado’s seven
times a month, proving that repeat business is critical to their success. The
downtown location plays a big role as far as attracting their customer base
of mostly locals. The clients are a diverse mix of attorneys from City Hall
and doctors that have offices close by to punks and teenagers that
frequent the downtown area. 

Delicado’s first opened its doors in 1992 in Nanaimo, BC. The original
building was a livery stable that horses were kept in 1895. Gina, Wes’s
sister in law started it and it grew from there. The area has grown up
around Delicado’s, at it has provided a destination for the small quaint
Wesley Street and there are many trying to have a little of the success rub
off on them in the surrounding area. It used to be lined with old houses
but many are restored now and are thriving businesses. Community is
very important to Wes and Delicado’s hosts a Summer Solstice street
party every year to maintain that pledge to participating in the
community. They close off the street, hire local bands and neighborhood
families come to party until 10pm.

“We do our own designs and work with a local architect to make the
most efficient floorplan possible.” The Vancouver location was in a 1917
building and had a very small kitchen which they named the “two butt”
kitchen. “Every time you move [in the small space] it’s productive” so
they purposely have kept the kitchens small in the franchises. Without a

Southwestern Salad Recipe

INGREDIENTS METRIC IMPERIAL
Wild rice 250 mL 1 cup
Brown basmati rice 1.25 L 5 cups
Cold water 1.875 L 7 1/2 cups

Cook rice in a rice cooker and when done add:
Black beans, cooked 1.25 L 5 cups
Corn, thawed 1.25 L 5 cups
Celery, chopped 250 mL 1 cup
Red onion, medium chopped fine 1 1
Carrots, shredded 500 mL 2 cups
Cilantro, chopped 250 mL 1 cup
Zuchinni, shredded 500 mL 2 cups

Season with salt and pepper and cumin
Toss then add 2 cups of honey chipotle dressing

Honey Chipotle Dressing
Garlic cloves 4 4 
Balsamic vinegar 100 mL 1/3 cup
Dijon mustard 30 mL 2 Tbsp
Tamari 45 mL 3 Tbsp
Liquid honey 50 mL 1/4 cup
Basil 30 mL 2 Tbsp
Chipotle pepper 15 mL 1 Tbsp
Canola oil 750 mL 3 cups
Salt and pepper, to taste

In a Cuisinart, add garlic and chipotle pepper
Pulse till chopped fine
Add rest of ingredients except oil and blend well
Slowly add oil

deep fryer, there is no greasy fat smell lingering that is 
hard to clean.  The experience of coming in to Delicado’s
lightens your senses and it’s also doing something good for
your body.

“It’s what the customer demands that dictates our hours,
the food we serve and the quality that we offer”, says Wes.
He manages food costs very carefully by averaging them over
the year that way, he does not have to cut back in the winter.
Wes’s passion for his restaurant is infectious and one can 
tell his boundless energy has created this business from the
ground up. “Well, I have to keep it fresh or I get bored!”



Olina Hadala, Restaurant Manager
Daryl Vanden Bogert & Trevor Jewer, Co-Executive Chefs

Swing, Welland, ON
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“We will continue 
to grow our clientele

by consistently 
serving excellent
quality food, with
service to match”

Olina Hadala,
Restaurant Manager

Swing

Nestled into the breathtaking scenery of the Niagara peninsula in
Welland, Ontario are the gently rolling greens of the Hunters Pointe
Golf Course. The elegant stone clubhouse in the midst of the Scottish
links-style course boasts not only a stunning view, but also the fine
food and dedicated service of Swing Restaurant.

Although Swing is located at Hunters Pointe Golf Course, the
restaurant operates as a separate business, says restaurant manager
Olina Hadala.

“We stay open year round,” Hadala explains. “We see both local
clientele as well as golf business.”

Swing’s location provides it with breathtaking scenery. The dining
room and the upstairs lounge look out over a vista that includes the
9th and 18th holes, as well as the small lake separating the two
greens. But the restaurant is more than a convenient spot for players
to stop for a drink or a meal after a round of golf. Swing provides the
type of menu and service that make it a destination in its own right: 
a casual fine dining establishment that’s a notch above the usual
clubhouse fare.

“We are attempting to provide a high level of food quality and
service in an industry not well known for that,” Hadala says.

The restaurant has been open for two years, but over the past 
year Hadala has been reunited with two long-time colleagues: 
Co-Executive Chefs Daryl Vanden Bogert and Trevor Jewer. he three
have worked together on and off for the last ten years. Vanden Bogert
joined Swing last winter, and Jewer came on board in the spring. 
The restaurant’s full staff is 30 people.

Swing has created a menu that blends fine dining with the relaxed
mood that lets diners enjoy the view and the casual ambience. The
range of dishes includes a scallop gnocchi and an Asian glazed
salmon, as well as offerings that bring contemporary flair to
traditional favourites: a full rack of lamb with dry rub coating, or 

From left to right, Daryl Vanden Bogert, Trevor Jewer 
Co-Executive Chefs and Olina Hadala Restaurant Manager
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the bacon-wrapped pork tenderloin known as Pork
on Pork.

The restaurant’s location is also an important factor
in some of the special events it holds. Swing hosts
more golf tournaments than most restaurants do,
but it also hosts many corporate events. 

Although the golfers have come inside for the 
off-season, Swing is still in full swing and gearing up
for a busy winter.

“This will be our second winter keeping the food
service open,” Hadala says. The restaurant serves 
both lunch and dinner all year round, and draws
customers from throughout the Niagara region.

“We will continue to grow our clientele by 
consistently serving excellent quality food, with
service to match,” Hadala says. 

With the busy holiday season just warming up,
Swing will be decked out in festive decorations for 
the holidays, and is offering Sunday brunches and
a quick business lunch menu through December,
as well as Christmas specials.  

Although Bogert and Jewer like to make the most
of the local bounty by supporting some of the many
growers and producers of the Niagara region, Swing’s
main supplier is SYSCO. As an operator dedicated 
to maintaining the highest standards for food and
service, they appreciate the same qualities in the
SYSCO team. 

“It’s nice to receive quality and consistent products,
like SYSCO Brand Butcher’s Block Beef,” Bogert and
Jewer says. “We especially like our rep, who is always
willing to go to bat for us.”

Swing’s future strategy includes plans for some
modest renovations and expansions as its client 
base increases.

“This will help separate us from the traditional

Serves 1-2 
INGREDIENTS METRIC IMPERIAL
Paprika 45 mL 3 Tbsp
Oregano 30 mL 2 Tbsp
Chili Powder 15 mL 1 Tbsp
Garlic Powder 15 mL 1 Tbsp
Tumeric 10 mL 2 tsp

Thyme Leaves 15 mL 1 Tbsp

· Combine all ingredients and coat lamb evenly on 
both sides.

· Bake in the oven on a baking sheet or tray.
· For medium rare, cook for approximately 15 minutes 

at 375°F.
· Serve with roasted garlic mashed potatoes, green beans

and smoked tomatoes (the smoky flavour enhances the
spice in the dish).

Dry Rub Coated for 
Full Rack of Lamb

There are many ways to coat rack of lamb. 
We have developed a dry rub that has been 

very successful with our customers.

version of the clubhouse,” Hadala says. “We are looking to
change the face of food and beverages in the golf industry. We
will continue to service the golfers and distinguish ourselves 
as a top restaurant as well.”



By Michelle Ponto

When it comes to the holidays, you either look forward

to planning a creative and festive menu or dread it --

wondering how you can combine the taste and style of

your restaurant with the festive season. 

Like most seasonal menus, your holiday selection can

start by looking at what’s available locally. According to a

recent survey put out by Starchefs.com, since 2005 there

has been a 15% growth in the number of chefs who focus

on seasonal ingredients, during various times of the year.

With this in mind, an easy way to start building your
menu is to check out the winter vegetables such as
squashes, pumpkins, nuts and dried fruits and look for
ways to incorporate them into your menu.  

Produce is only the beginning when it comes to
seasonal fare.  Wild game including quail and elk are 
also popular festive items especially in higher-end
restaurants, and so are rich reductions and cognac or 
port enhanced sauces.

Holiday Flavours 
Follow the Season

The colours of the season are rich and warm
and the food generally follows the same tone.
Tradition also plays a key role when it comes
to holiday menus, but keep in mind that
“tradition” doesn’t mean it has to limit
your creativity.  It’s how you use the
traditional foods that will make your
menu unique. 

Executive Chef Marc Lepine agrees
with this philosophy.  He says he
develops his holiday menu with the
festive season in mind and uses
ingredients many of his customers 
are familiar with and associate with
holiday eating.  “I like to include
traditional items such as pecans,
chestnuts, mashed potatoes and
warm bread pudding with 
butterscotch,” says Lepine.
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Creating Tempting 

Holiday   

Appetizers

Smoked Salmon Pate

Served with Assorted

Crackers

*

Fresh Market Greens

Served with a Creamy

Ranch Dressing

*

Lobster Bisque 

with Brandy
*

Entrées

Choice Of

Boneless Lamb Leg

Served with a White

Wine Sauce and

Mashed Potatoes

*

New York Strip Loin

with Shrimp

Served with Rice 

and Vegetables

*

Chicken Breast

Topped with Crab Meat

and Hollandise Sauce

Dessert

Old Fashioned Pecan Caramel Brownie



Lepine knows what he’s talking about when it comes to

menu planning.  Not only did he win the “Chef of the

Year” award presented by the Canadian Culinary

Federation for the Ottawa Branch, he also won the

prestigious “Chef of the Year” award for Eastern Ontario

and Quebec.  Lepine currently is the Executive Chef at the

Courtyard Restaurant in Ottawa and his 2006 holiday

menu consists of both traditional and non-traditional

festive foods.  

“I like to include ingredients you wouldn’t usually have

at home,” says Lepine. “Otherwise why would you want 

to go to a restaurant?”

Adding Your Own Festive Flair 
As a Chef, many of your customers are familiar with

your culinary style --whether it’s through the creative 

use of spices or the use of signature ingredients.  While

Lepine’s festive menu consists of familiar entrées such 

as steak, roasted chicken breast and mashed potatoes,

it’s his use of non-traditional ingredients including

pomegranates, quince and rocket salad that make his

menu special.  

Even traditional turkey and stuffing can be personalized

with your own style by adding shitake mushrooms to the

stuffing or seasoning the turkey with a different type of

spice.  Gnocci and stuffed pastas can be made festive 

by changing the stuffing to butternut squash or a

combination of chicken, sundried tomatoes and

cranberries.  

Lepine adds festive sauces and chutneys to his courses 

to create signature holiday themed dishes.  For example,

his striploin steak is complemented by a three-

peppercorn-cognac sauce and his chicken is dressed up 

for the holidays with a pomegranate-quince-coriander

chutney.  

Desserts and drinks are other menu items that can have

a seasonal flavour.  Mint hot chocolate, apple cider and

hot red wine garnished with berries all make excellent 

end of meal beverages.

Begin Your Festivities Early
Unlike Mother’s Day, Valentine’s and New Year’s,

the holiday season lasts more than a day or even a few 

weeks, giving you the chance to draw in new customers

and increase your bottom line.  It’s also a time when

companies book corporate parties and individuals tend 

to eat out more.  Many corporations start planning their

holiday venues in the fall.  

A holiday menu doesn’t need to dominate or take away

from your day-to-day offerings.  Some restaurants generate

excitement and extra revenue by providing set holiday

menus with wine pairing, while others switch up their

daily specials to their holiday inspired meals.  

Don’t forget to promote your new offerings.  An insert

in your regular menu is an inexpensive way to let your

customers know you have something new and so are

table-top signs.  If your restaurant has a website, make 

sure you post your holiday menu online.  In addition to

displaying your daily entrées, use your promotional items

to broadcast that you are available for catering and parties.

The holiday season is a time for entertaining.  You never

know who will come across your menu.
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Suzanne Berryman, R.D.
Health Care Manager,

SYSCO Food Services of Atlantic Canada

The numbers are astounding…

Childhood obesity is rising in epidemic

proportions and it is projected by 2010

that 20% of children and youth will be

obese in Canada.  As a result of being

overweight, children are developing

diseases typically seen in adulthood

such as type II diabetes, high blood

pressure and high cholesterol which

may increase their risk of developing

heart disease later in life.  Promoting

and protecting the health of our youth

requires everyone’s help - families,

schools and the foodservice industry. 

Restaurants have generally respected

adult requests for healthier, lower 

fat choices on the menu. There is a

growing trend to include these same

healthful choices to the kids menu as

well. Kid friendly items such as chicken

nuggets can be paired with vegetables

instead of the traditional fries.  

With just a little effort, you can do

your part in supporting a healthy

generation of kids by making some

simple changes to your children’s

menu to make it healthier and more

nutritious.  

Here are a few tips to assist you:

• Include low-fat milk or fruit juice instead of pop.

• Offer smaller portion sizes of healthy items from the adult menu.

• Offer baked, broiled or grilled items where possible instead of deep
frying.

• Don’t super size!  Offer smaller portions of food.

• Provide children with choices for side dish options including mashed
potatoes, baked potatoes, whole grain rice or whole wheat pasta in
addition to french fries.

• Increase the veggie quotient by including a vegetable choice with
children’s meals. Options include soup, raw veggies and dip, salad or
steamed vegetables.

• Offer healthy dessert choices including fresh fruit, applesauce, fruit
salad, sliced apples and dip, low fat pudding or ice cream.
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The festive holiday

season is a time for

gathering with family 

and friends to celebrate

and enjoy a great 

dining experience. 

Treat your customers 

to Spinach Pie,

Traditional Greek 

Salad, Cherry Biscotti

and Cherry Crisp.

Let these recipes 

be a part of your 

festive menu.
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Nafplion Spinach Pie   
(SPANAKOPITA) WITH FRESH DILL AND SESAME SEEDS

Recipe courtesy of Krinos Foods
Serves 8

INGREDIENTS METRIC IMPERIAL

Fillo pastry 480 g 17 oz
Mediterranean Kuzina Hard or Crumbled 
Feta Cheese 250 g 9 oz
Eggs 4 4
Fresh dill 125 mL 1/2 cup
Fresh spinach 1 kg 2.20 lbs
Onions 5-6 5-6
Sesame seeds 15 mL 3 tsp
Extra virgin olive oil 30 mL 2 Tbsp
Salt and pepper, to taste

METHOD 
• Blanch fresh spinach in boiling water and drain.
• Preheat the oven to 200°C.
• Finely chop the dill and onions in a food processor.
• Brush a medium non-stick baking dish with 2 teaspoons of olive oil.
• Beat the eggs and set aside.
• Use a fork to mash the feta cheese into small pieces and set aside.
• Mix the feta cheese with eggs and season with salt and pepper to taste.
• Set aside 4 sheets of fillo pastry.
• Lay 3 sheets of fillo pastry in the baking dish and brush them with olive oil.

Add 3 more sheets, brush again with olive oil and repeat until all the sheets
have been used.

• Combine the spinach, feta cheese, eggs, onions and dill and spread the
mixture over the fillo pastry sheets.

• Cover the mixture with the 4 sheets that had been set aside and fold the
sheets and trim the edges.

• Brush the surface with olive oil and sprinkle with sesame seeds
• Bake for 45 minutes or until the fillo sheets are golden-brown on both sides.
• Serve with meat or fish.
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TraditionalGreek Salad
Recipe courtesy of Krinos Foods

Serves 4

INGREDIENTS METRIC IMPERIAL

Ripe tomatoes, chopped 2 large 2 large

Cucumber, peeled and chopped 1 large 1 large

Red onion, chopped 2/3 small 2/3 small

Extra virgin olive oil 45 mL 3 Tbsp

Lemon juice 15 mL 3 tsp

Dried oregano 5 mL 1 tsp

Mediterranean Kuzina Traditional Feta Cheese 250 mL 1 cup

Kalamata olives (whole, or pitted) 12 12

Salt and pepper, to taste

METHOD 
• In large salad bowl, combine tomatoes, cucumber, kalamata olives 

and onion.

• Add extra virgin olive oil, lemon juice and salt and pepper to taste.  

• Lay a slice of feta cheese on the salad. Lightly sprinkle with oregano. 
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CherryBiscotti
Recipe courtesy of The Cherry Marketing Institute

Yield: 2 1/2 dozen

INGREDIENTS METRIC IMPERIAL

Granulated sugar 175 mL 3/4 cup
Eggs 2 2
Vegetable oil 50 mL 1/4 cup
Orange juice 15 mL 1 Tbsp
Grated orange peel 10 mL 2 tsp
Vanilla extract 7 mL 1 1/2 tsp
All-purpose flour 500 mL 2 cups
Finely chopped walnuts 125 mL 1/2 cup
Baking powder 5 mL 1 tsp
Salt 1 mL 1/4 tsp
Chopped dried tart cherries 250 mL 1 cup
Egg white 1 1
Water 15 mL 1 Tbsp

METHOD 
• Combine 3/4 cup sugar and eggs in a large mixing bowl. Beat with an electric mixer at

medium speed, scraping bowl often, for 2 to 3 minutes, or until thick and pale yellow 
in colour. Add oil, orange juice, orange peel and vanilla; beat for 1 to 2 minutes, or 
until well mixed. Combine flour, walnuts, baking powder and salt; gradually add to 
egg mixture. Mix on low speed for 1 to 2 minutes, or until well mixed. Stir in cherries 
by hand.

• Turn dough onto lightly floured surface (dough will be soft and sticky). Lightly sprinkle
with additional flour; knead flour into dough. With floured hands shape into 2 (8x2 inch)
logs. Place 3 to 4 inches apart on a greased baking sheet; flatten tops slightly. Combine
egg white and water; brush on logs. Sprinkle with granulated sugar.

• Bake in a preheated 350°F oven for 25 to 30 minutes, or until light brown and firm to 
the touch. Let cool on baking sheet for 15 minutes.

• Reduce oven temperature to 300°F. Cut logs diagonally into 1/2-inch slices with a
serrated knife; arrange slices, cut-side down, on baking sheet. Bake for 8 to 10 minutes;
turn slices. Bake for 8 to 10 minutes, or until golden brown. Remove to wire rack; let 
cool completely.
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CherryCrisp
Recipe courtesy of The Cherry Marketing Institute

Serves 6

INGREDIENTS METRIC IMPERIAL

Cherry pie filling or topping 620 mL 1 (21 oz) can

Almond extract 2 mL 1/2 tsp

All-purpose flour 125 mL 1/2 cup

Brown sugar, firmly packed 125 mL 1/2 cup

Ground cinnamon 5 mL 1 tsp

Butter or margarine, softened 45 mL 3 Tbsp

Walnuts, chopped 125 mL 1/2 cup

Cocunut, flaked 50 mL 1/4 cup

Ice cream or whipped cream

METHOD 
• Pour cherry pie filling into an ungreased 8x8x2-inch baking pan. Stir in

almond extract.

• Put flour, brown sugar and cinnamon in a medium mixing bowl; mix 
well. Add butter; stir with a fork until mixture is crumbly. Stir in walnuts
and coconut. Sprinkle mixture over cherry pie filling.

• Bake in preheated 350°F oven for 25 minutes, or until golden brown on
top and filling is bubbly. Serve warm or at room temperature. If desired,
top with ice cream or whipped cream.

Note: This recipe can be doubled. Bake in two 8x8x2-inch baking pans 
or one 13x9x2-inch pan.
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By Patricia Nicholson

Oil, olives, cheese, bread: these are foods that have been with us for centuries, and that still
bring flavour and variety to modern meals. Like many traditions that have stood the test of
time, these foods come to us from the classical civilizations of the Mediterranean, where they
remain an important part of Greek cuisine.

The hearty flavours of grilled souvlaki, the distinctive layers of filo that envelop spanakopita
or baklava, or the tangy bite of feta in a Greek salad are all characteristic of this specialty
market, but some key products can bring some of these themes onto almost any menu. 

Bill Shorley of Krinos Foods describes Greek cuisine as “food from the cradle of
civilization,” but it is also one of the specialty cuisines that is becoming more and more
popular with diners, and is moving toward the mainstream of Canadian foodservice.

Although a huge proportion of North American restaurants have a Greek salad on their
menu, a great many of them are variations that have little in common with the traditional
dish that is served throughout Greece, where it is called a village salad. With many customers
now seeking out authentic ethnic and specialty fare, restaurants may wish to offer the 
classic version of this simple dish. Shorley says foodservice operators can easily offer that
authenticity to their customers.

A village salad begins with bite-sized pieces of cucumber, tomato and onion, served 
with three key ingredients that are essential to the dish: kalamata olives, an olive oil-based
dressing, and a slice of feta cheese on top. A sprinkle of oregano – which, along with lemon,
is one of the most essential Greek seasonings – finishes the dish.

Shorley explains that the word feta actually means “slice” in Greek, and it is in that form
that it is found on authentic Greek salads – not cubed or crumbled.

However, cubed and crumbled feta certainly has a place on Canadian menus. Sprinkling
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some feta, or adding a few kalamata olives, are
some of the quickest ways to bring Greek flavour
to menu staples.

Feta comes in several densities and textures,
from hard to soft, but hard feta has the largest
market share in Canada. Precrumbled feta offers 
a labour-saving way to add value.

Shorley suggests using crumbled feta to bring a
whole new flavour to bruschetta. Kalamata olives
can also bring Mediterranean flair to this menu
staple.

Some quick-serve operations are using feta in
wraps or in gyros-style sandwiches.

Because feta adds flavour throughout the
cooking process, it is excellent in dishes like
omelettes, and of course feta and olives also work
extremely well on pizza.

Roasted red peppers are another Mediterranean
staple that are finding a home in a variety of
foodservice operations, from quick serve to family
to high end. Roasted peppers are now seen in
pasta, pizza and sandwiches.

In Greek mythology, ambrosia was the food of
the gods, and was said to confer immortality on
mortals who ate it. Although a diet rich in olive
oil, whole grains, fruit and vegetables won’t make
you immortal, medical research shows this classic
Mediterranean diet is one of the keys to longevity.
Incorporating elements of that traditional diet into
a menu is an easy way to offer healthier options
without sacrificing flavour.

Extra virgin olive oil, for instance, not only has
no cholesterol, but its monounsaturated fats also
help to lower levels of unhealthy LDL cholesterol,
and help boost beneficial HDL cholesterol. Feta is
one of the lowest fat cheeses available, Shorley
says. With about 22% fat content -- and a lighter
version with only 15% fat content -- it compares
favourably with higher-fat cow’s milk cheeses, and
is an excellent choice for institutional menus and
the medical market.

With a history that stretches from today’s
medical journals back to ancient Greece, Greek
specialty foods are as rich in tradition as they are
in taste. Its combination of hearty fare and
distinctive flavours is carrying this specialty cuisine
to a growing audience of Canadian diners.

Pressing Details:
Three grades of

olive oil

Extra Virgin Olive Oil

comes from the first cold hard

pressing, and is the finest

quality olive oil. It is dark

green in colour, with

optimum clarity and taste and

a delicate aroma. Greek law

stipulates that extra virgin

olive oil must have an acidity

level of less than 0.7%. 

Pure Olive Oil comes from

the second cold press, and

may have a maximum acidity

of 1%. It may be blended with

a little extra virgin olive oil 

to improve its flavour and

quality. It is a versatile oil 

with many uses in cooking,

including marinades and

dressings.

Pomace Oil is processed 

oil, often flavoured with extra

virgin olive oil to enhance its

colour and flavour. It is

especially formulated for

frying and can withstand 

high temperatures.

WITH CONTRIBUTIONS FROM KRINOS FOODS
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By Michelle Ponto

According to the National Restaurant Association, nine out of 10 restaurants are involved
in some type of community service.  Why not transform your leftover food and possible
waste into a way to give back to the community?  

Thousands of pounds of food end up in landfills each year, yet some restaurants have
reservations when it comes to providing their leftovers to local food banks.  The reason for
this is usually lack of procedure and the fear of being sued.  

The Salvation Army says many companies don’t give away their leftover food because of
health concerns.  They don’t want to be responsible for providing tainted meals or food
that might cause people to be sick — not that they are providing bad food, but once it

Turning Leftovers 
intoHope



leaves the restaurant, they don’t know where the food is
going.  However, this is no longer a problem.  Since 1997,
the BC Provincial Government unanimously passed Bill 
10 which protects donors from liability when donating
perishable goods, and in 1994, Ontario passed the
Donation of Food Act and the Good Samaritan Law.
Other provinces have similar laws in place to protect those
who are willing to donate. Restaurants should check their
local regulations for full details.

The other most common reason for not donating food
is that it’s not part of the restaurant’s policy.  This could
mean a number of things, but one concern restaurants
mention is that if they do decide to donate, they have to
arrange for extra food storage and a staff member to pack
the food.  They are also concerned about giving consistent
amounts and getting reliable people to do the pickup.

Getting Started in a
Donation Program

Donating leftover 
food doesn’t have to be
complicated. The easiest
way to get a program in
place is to contact one of
many food banks across
the country.  Many of
them will take the
initiative to redistribute
your leftover food to
people who need it.  They
are also experienced in
partnering with food
service organizations and
are professionals when it
comes to working with
restaurants that are new 
to donating food.

The Salvation Army in
Montreal is one example.
They will not only tell you
what types of food are
acceptable, but may even
come pick up the food
from your establishment.
They have programs like
this in place with many 
of Montreal’s hotels. 

Another example is the Greater Vancouver Food Bank
which feeds up to 25,000 people each week.  In addition
to having a main bank, they also have a program called
Food Runners that picks up perishable food from hotels,
caterers, cafeterias, restaurants and bakeries.  They then
bring the food to organizations such as women’s shelters,
hospices, and youth and adult recovery programs.  In
2005, they collected over 700,000 lbs of perishable food
in the Vancouver area and provided 1.5 million meals 
and snacks. 

Donating food, not waste

As chefs and restaurants owners, you try to order just
enough food so that you don’t have waste at the end of
the day.  But according to the Vancouver Food Bank, even
a small amount of leftover food can be stretched to help
feed up to 200 people. For example, a small amount of
left over soup can be made into healthy, filling stews.

Some guidelines to help organize your food donations:

- Food banks accept all types of food items ranging 
from dry, refrigerated, frozen and paper and 
disposable products.

- Perishable foods are accepted as long as they haven’t
left the kitchen. Leftovers from a patron’s table,
unpasteurized dairy products, spoiled foods,
un-inspected wild game and foods that have not 
been stored between 4ºC-60ºC are not accepted.

- Home canned foods, particularly meat, fish,
vegetables or combination foods such as antipasto
cannot be donated.

- Licensed restaurants and food operators who have
been approved by a health agency can submit meat
and meat products, dairy, eggs, seafood, soups, cream
or meat-filled pastries, and meat and pumpkin pies. 

- Food that has been put out in a buffet is not
acceptable to be picked up.  A solution to this is to 
use smaller bins in your buffet table and only put out
the food as it’s needed.  This way the unused portions
will be leftover in the kitchen which is a safe area 
for donations.

To find the name of a food bank in your area,
visit www.cafb-acba.ca.
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“...In 2005,
they collected
over 700,000

lbs of
perishable
food in the

Vancouver area
and provided
1.5 million
meals and
snacks... ”
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Festive Appetizers with an
Asian
Flavour

By Michelle Ponto

The holiday season doesn’t just mean festive main courses.
Appetizers and hors d’oeuvres are also an essential item to any
successful catering or restaurant menu.  For years sausage rolls,
mini quiches and Mediterranean dips have dominated the
appetizer category, but now new Asian hors d’oeuvres are 
making an impressive impact.

Asian appetizers are one of the fastest growing appetizer product
categories in the foodservice industry.  According to David Packer
of Windsor Foods, the best sellers in this category are egg rolls,
spring rolls, Potstickers, wontons, Siew Mai and Cha Su Bao.  
All of these fall under the category of dim sum appetizers.

“The bulk of the category volume is with the egg rolls, but the
largest growth segment over the past couple of years has been with
Potstickers and spring rolls,” says Packer.  

Dim sum literally means “to touch your heart” and usually
consists of a variety of dumplings, steamed dishes and other Asian
treats. Served in small single portions of four or six pieces per
plate, they are similar to the French tradition of hors d’oeuvres.  

More than Spring Rolls
Packer says the popularity of Asian appetizers, especially in 

the Canadian market, is due to the large increase in the Asian
population and the spread of ethnic items onto mainstream
menus.  

“Asian appetizers are showing up in casual theme restaurant
menus, catering and banquets, and the non-commercial
College & University segments,” says Packer.

But dim sum fare is not just used as finger food; it is
also being used in non-traditional ways such as adding
Potstickers on top of Chinese Chicken Salad or adding
them to a stir fry.  Wontons are also versatile and can be
served on top of salads, added to soups or deep fried
and served on their own.  Wontons wrappers have even
appeared in restaurants as part of a deep fried dessert
that was served with ice cream.

They can also be served creatively depending on the
type of food service business you own.  Because most of
the food is either steamed or deep fried, the little morsels
can be placed on a platter, served in bamboo steaming
baskets, served on smaller plates with a sauce and garnish, or
even skewered –allowing the customer to dip the whole skewer
into a sauce bowl and eat while standing or walking during a
cocktail party or reception.
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Adding Your Own Tastes
Dim sum and Asian appetizers are typically served with a dipping

sauce.  The two most popular are sweet & sour and Chinese hot
mustard, but the choice and variety of sauces is only limited
by your imagination.

“A great dipping sauce that is easy to make is taking
soy sauce and adding fresh ginger and sliced green
onions on top,” says Packer.  “This makes for a light sauce
that enhances the flavour of the product you are eating.”

Other dipping sauces include peanut sauces, chili and
sesame combined for a Thai flavour, and orange marmalade
and sweet chili for a spicier dip. Deep fried wontons can also
be served with a thick marinara sauce.

If Asian food is new to your clientele, the holiday season 
or the Chinese New Year is the perfect time to experiment.  
Try creating a combination platter that incorporates the
more familiar items such as egg rolls and spring
rolls with a couple of dumplings or fried wontons.  
A little tasting can go a long way.

WITH CONTRIBUTIONS FROM WINDSOR FOODS

Speaking the Dim Sum Lingo
Spring Rolls Consists of vegetables such as sliced carrot, cabbage,

mushroom and sometimes meat rolled inside a thin rice 

skin and deep fried.

Egg Rolls Similar to a spring roll, but instead of the wrapper being 

rice-based, it’s egg-based.

Wok Tei Vegetarian or meat filled Potstickers which are steamed 

and then pan-fried.  

Wontons A traditional dumpling filled typically with minced pork,

coarsely diced shrimp, finely minced ginger and finely 

minced onions.

Siew Mai Steamed pork dumplings wrapped with a thin wheat 

flour wrap.

Cha Su Bao Steamed buns filled commonly with BBQ pork. There 

are also red bean and vegetarian versions of the Bao.

Har Gao Steamed shrimp dumplings with whole or chopped shrimp

filling that is wrapped in an almost translucent rice-flour skin.

Rangoon Similar to a deep-fried wonton, the four basic ingredients 

in Rangoon are crab, cream cheese, green/spring onions, 

and wonton wrappers.



We Turn the 
Spotlight on...

profile

Sara Fricke
Marketing Associate, SYSCO Food Services of  Edmonton

ST - What is your tenure with the
Company?

I have been an employee with 
SYSCO for 7 years.  My starting
position was Customer Services
Representative and then I moved into
the role of Marketing Associate.

ST - Describe the account composition 
of your territory?

My territory mainly consists of hotels,
catering companies and special West
Edmonton Mall street accounts such as
a waterpark, casino, and bingo hall. I
have a nice mixture of accounts varying
from fine dinning hotel restaurants to
large special event parties so it allows
me to wear many hats and become
quite versatile. I need to be creative 
in finding solutions for all types of
clientele which in turn allows me to
keep the creativity in my job.

ST - What do you like best about
SYSCO Brand?

The best thing I like about SYSCO
Brand is the consistency and the
quality. I speak about the safety of the
products and the importance of having
safe, consistent, quality products and
how these products will help my
customers become more successful.

ST - What has operator response been 
to SYSCO Brand? 

My clients know that SYSCO Brand is
exclusive to us and they love the quality
and value that our products bring to
their establishments. All of my accounts
use SYSCO Brand products.

ST - Describe how you have helped
customer’s solve problems.

I try to bring attentive service
combined with high quality products 
to ease the struggles of their every day
business. 

ST - What foodservice trends do you see
emerging? How do you respond to them? 

In my area in particular I see major
labour saving items emerging. SYSCO
customers no longer need to pay
someone to peel carrots when they
could be utilizing that labour else
where in their kitchen where their
clientele would actually notice – i.e.
homemade breads versus peeled
carrots. As their customers are never
going to know if the carrots were peeled
in-house but will notice the difference
in scratch products versus pre-made 
for signature items. In this marketplace
you need to utilize your labour to the
best of your ability to stay successful. I
try to find the right balance of labour
saving items for my customers to help
them run their business – sometimes it
may be desserts for an account who
does not have a pastry Chef or it may
be a chopped romaine for accounts 
that can’t find prep cooks. It all
depends on the operation and what
areas might need help.

ST - What do you think is the biggest
mistake that an operator might make in
today’s market? 

Not caring about quality products
that may cost a bit more but will
increase their customer satisfaction to

guarantee repeat business. Using good
products that fit correctly with their
operation will give them peace of mind
that they are serving their best.

ST - How are you able to help your
customers plan for the busy holiday
season? 

Our annual food show takes place 
in the fall and I believe this is a great
way to get customers exposed to new
products and services that will help
them with the banquet season. I always
put a lot of planning and follow up
into new and different ideas for the
upcoming season.

ST - Do some of you accounts offer
customized menus for large events?  
If yes, how are you able to help? 

I recently had an opportunity with 
a catering company of mine that was
doing a special function for a plant 
shutdown. We had to coordinate
special deliveries and storage as well 
as finding quality products to help 
with the feeding demands. I was able 
to recruit our business review team and
our Corporate Chef who helped me
find the right products for this special
event. We also had the opportunity to
cook and show the client some new
and innovative products 

I pride myself on providing quality
products accompanied by attentive
personalized service. I see each and
every account on a weekly basis and 
I am always striving to help them
succeed because without their success 
I am not successful in what I do.
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